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geometrical, or experimental nature, they are relevant for a discussion of the idea of dimension. 
However, it was not until around 1920 that modern notions of topological dimension began to take 
shape, and Hausdorff proposed a new approach that was better adapted to the newly studied objects. 
The important memoirs of Julia and Fatou also appeared around this time; these were concerned with 
the iteration of rational fractions, the foundation of present-day researches on hoiomorphic dynamics. 
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In November 1989 a three-evening meeting was held in Thessaloniki, Greece, 
on the subject of “The Reformative Influence of the French Revolution on Mathe- 
matics and Its Greek Echo.” The meeting was organized by the Greek Group for 
the History of Mathematics in cooperation with the French Institute of Thessa- 
loniki and with the help of the British Council at Thessaloniki. 
The following presentations were made: 
Th. Parissaki-Giannaraki: Condorcet and Social Mathematics: Visualizing a 
New Science during the French Revolution 
Ch. Phili: The Teaching of Mathematical Analysis in the First Years of the 
Ecole Polytechnique 
I. Grattan-Guinness: Cauchy’s Teaching of Analysis at the Ecole Polytech- 
nique, 1816-1830 
I. Grattan-Guinness: The Flourishing of Mathematical Physics: French Mathe- 
matics, 1789-1830 
E. Nikolaidis and D. Dialetis: The French Revolution and the Exact Sciences in 
Greece 
Journbes d’Histoire et d’Epist6mologie: La gravitation 
newtonienne: physique et mbcanique de Newton A Euler 
Observatoire de Meudon, Paris, 22-23 juin 1989 
Les journees ont eu lieu sous le patronage de l’observatoire de Paris-Meudon, du 
Centre Alexandre Koyre et de 1’UniversitC Paris VII. 
ComitC d’organisation: Francois De Gandt, Christiane Vilain, Jeanne Peiffer. 
Conseillers scientifiques: RCmy Hakim, Bruno Morando, Jean-Pierre Verdet. 
